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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The future looks bright for the memory business: the NAND and DRAM markets are poised to hit new revenue records.
Amid trade-war tensions and the Covid-19 pandemic, the stand-alone memory market has been expanding throughout last two years. Revenue was up 15% and 32% in 2020 and 2021,

respectively. Such remarkable growth was made possible by a combination of constrained production and strong demand growth across most market segments. The pandemic boosted

notebook and server demand, while temporarily diminishing smartphone and automotive demand.

In the coming quarters there will still be global challenges. These include lockdowns, semiconductor shortages and geopolitical tensions. There have also been chemical contamination issues

at Kioxia and Western Digital’s fabs, which will continue to have an impact on the memory business. However, bit demand is expected to remain stubbornly resilient. The outlook for the

memory business therefore appears bright. Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) is expected to grow to $118B, up 25%. NAND flash memory will reach $83B, up 24%, in 2022. These

are historical records. In the long term the stand-alone memory market will keep expanding, with a Compound Annual Growth Rate from 2021-2027 (CAGR21-27) of 8% and is poised to

grow over $260B in 2027. However,cyclicality will remain.

New technical solutions – such as hybrid bonding, EUV lithography and 3D DRAM – will enable continuous density scaling and performance

growth.
The year 2022 marks the 35th anniversary of NAND flash’s invention, a technology that has tremendously changed the way humankind stores and uses digital information. Since 1987, the bit

density and cost-per-bit of NAND devices have progressed at a relentless pace. To sustain such remarkable scaling, new technical solutions are being heavily investigated, including

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)-bonded array (CBA) architectures, such as the Yangtze Memory Technologies Corp (YMTC) XtackingTM approach. Nowadays, all

memory manufacturers are carrying out R&D using hybrid bonding equipment.Major suppliers like Kioxia and Samsung are pulling in wafer-to-wafer bonding on their NAND roadmaps.

In the DRAM business, there is currently consensus that planar scaling – even through extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) processes – will not be sufficient to provide the required bit-

density improvement for the entire next decade. Hence, monolithic 3D DRAM – the DRAM equivalent of 3D NAND – is being considered by major equipment suppliers and by leading

DRAM manufactures as a potential solution for long-term scaling. We believe that this novel 3D technology could make its entry into the market in the 2029-2030 time range. Before that, we

expect that hybrid bonding systems could start penetrating the DRAM equipment market for manufacturing of 3D-stacked DRAM, such as high bandwidth memory (HBM), likely starting

from the HBM3+ generation.

The production ramp-up of China-made memory is opening new business opportunities for OSAT players.
Chinese memory efforts have narrowed down to the two most promising players, namely YMTC for NAND and ChangXin Memory Technologies (CXMT) for DRAM, which are supported

by a flourishing semiconductor ecosystem. YMTC is currently shipping 32-layer (32L) and 64L NAND in low volumes domestically, including SSDs, with early 128L production underway and

targeting – among others – low-end smartphone applications. We believe that YMTC has the potential to reach more than a 10% share of NAND wafer production by 2027. CXMT could

halve its competitive gap with the incumbents over the next five years. This would be a considerable accomplishment but would still leave CXMT technology trailing the industry leaders by

three to four years.

YMTC and CXMT do not have internal experience in assembly and packaging and must use Outsources Semiconductor Assembly and Test (OSAT) companies, creating a major business

opportunity, which could be worth more than $1.1B in the next five years.

Find more on www.i-micronews.com
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METHODOLOGIES & DEFINITIONS

Market

Volume (in Munits)

ASP (in $)

Revenue (in $M)

Yole’s market forecast model is based on the matching of several sources:

Information 

Aggregation

Preexisting

information

Note: $ refers to US$ unless otherwise specified.
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WHAT’S NEW KEY FEATURES

Yours needs are out 

of the report’ scope?

Contact us for a customized 

inquiry:

WHAT’S IN THE REPORT
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• Analysis of the challenges and prospects for the
transition from planar to 3D monolithic DRAM.

• Overview of technologies and players involved in
persistent memory, processing-in-memory (PIM)
and computational storage.

• Discussion on the opportunities of wafer-to-wafer
bonding for next-generation NAND, DRAM, and
HBM technologies.

• 2021 financial analysis of IDM memory companies –
including Samsung, SK hynix, Kioxia, Western Digital,
Micron, and Intel.

• Update on the NOR Flash memory business: key
players, growth drivers, applications, market share,
revenue, and more.

• Update on the Chinese memory business:
technology roadmaps, investments, and recent
activities, including the financial restructuring of
Tsinghua Unigroup.

• Summary of the stand-alone memory market and

related technologies, including NAND, DRAM, NOR

Flash, (NV)SRAM, emerging NVM, and more.

• Description of technical trends and manufacturing

challenges, scaling roadmaps and players’ dynamics

with a special focus on China.

• Overview of the solid-state drive (SSD) and memory

module with their key protocols and interfaces (e.g.,

DDR5, HBM2E, CXL).

• Breakdown of the memory market from a system

point of view, detailing present and future memory

needs for servers, smartphones, personal computers,

SSDs, and vehicles.

• Mapping of the stand-alone memory supply chain,

analysis of M&A and joint ventures, and list of

noteworthy news.

• Overview of embedded memory technology and

progress towards in-memory computing applications.
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SCOPE OF THE REPORT

Key End-Markets and End-Systems

Data centers - Severs and Enterprise

Mobile – Smartphones

Client – PC, client SSD

Automotive – Vehicles (incl.ADAS systems)

Stand-Alone Memory Markets andTechnologies

DRAM

(insights on 3D DRAM)NEW
NAND

NOR (NV)SRAM

New Memories 

(3D XPoint, MRAM, etc.)

EEPROM

Your needs are 

out of scope of this 

report?

Contact us for a custom study:

Storage and Memory Modules
(insights on persistent memory, processing in 

memory and computational storage)NEW

DRAM 

NAND 

NOR

(NV)SRAM / FRAM

EPROM, ROM, etc. 

Emerging NVM
(incl. 3D XPoint)
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REPORT OBJECTIVES

(1) Provide a comprehensive overview of the stand-alone
memory market:

• NAND and DRAM market trends, including revenue and bit
demand-shipment forecasts

• Market size and dynamics for other stand-alone memories:

▪ Stand-alone NOR Flash 

▪ Emerging NVM (PCM, MRAM, RRAM) 

▪ Other technologies: Volatile and non-volatile SRAM, 
FRAM, EEPROM, EPROM, mask PROM/ROM, etc.

• China’s memory-market landscape

• Memory modules (incl.NVDIMM) and solid-state drives

• Processing in Memory and Computational Storage

(2) Present technology trends

• Future developments by technology

• Memory packaging technology trends

• Challenges and opportunities for emerging NVM

• Scaling and functional roadmaps

• Storage and memory modules: technology and market trends

(3) Describe the supply chain and the memory ecosystem

• Mapping of the supply chain from materials and equipment

suppliers to module makers (SSD,DIMM)

• Financial analysis of key memory players involved in the

NAND, DRAM and NOR businesses

• Analysis of the Chinese memory players

Leveraging sound expertise in memory technologies and related markets, Yole is glad to provide you with the 2022 update of the

“Status of the Memory Industry” report that offers the broadest overview of the semiconductor memory industry.

The main objectives of the report are as follows:

http://www.yole.fr/
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What we saw

• Market

• NAND and DRAM revenues for 2021 were estimated to be $63.4B and $89.0B, respectively. The actual results were $66.9B for

NAND (~5.2% underestimate) and $94.2B for DRAM (~5.5% underestimate).

• Technologies

• As anticipated, hybrid bonding is getting traction for use in memory manufacturing, particularly for stacking logic and memory-array

wafers in 3D NAND.Besides YMTC, major players are pulling in wafer-to-wafer bonding into their technology roadmaps.

• Players

• Micron has been the only player entering volume production of 1𝛼 DRAM and 176L 3D NAND in 2021. YMTC and CXMT are

ramping up production at the expected rate and are shipping memory products into the local Chinese markets.

What we missed

• Market

• The NOR Flash market has risen faster than predicted because of strong ASP growth due to tight supply and strong demand from a

variety applications, spanning from automotive to consumer. Note: demand for automotive memory has been strongly recovering

throughout 2021 after being constrained in 2020 by the slowdown of automotive production due to semiconductor shortages.

• Technologies

• The deployment of DDR5 DRAM is advancing slower than expected. DDR5 will account for 50% of the DRAM bits by 2024.

• Players

• In July 2021 Micron sold the Lehi fab and Intel is currently the only player involved in 3D XPoint activities. Several signs indicate

that it is unlikely that Intel will ramp up production of 3D Xpoint in the short term. We expect that the take-off of emerging NVM

for storage-class memory (SCM) will occur in parallel with the deployment of server CPUs compatible with CXL 2.0 (≥2024).
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COMPARISON WITH THE 2021 REPORT
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STAND-ALONE MEMORY MARKET - OVERVIEW

• NAND and DRAM account for ≈XX% of the overall stand-alone memory market. 

• Combined NAND and DRAM revenue is estimated to be ≈ $XXXB in 2021, up XX% from 2021.

2021 Memory Market - Breakdown by Technology

Total Stand-Alone Market in 2021 ≈ $XXXB
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STAND-ALONE MEMORY MARKET OVERVIEW - FOCUS ON NAND 

2021 NAND Market Shares by Revenue

Total NAND Market in 2021 ~ $XXB

Data source: “NAND Market Monitor Q1-2022” by Yole

Yole Développement © March 2022
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STAND-ALONE MEMORY MARKET OVERVIEW - FOCUS ON DRAM 

2021 DRAM Market Shares by Revenue

Data source: “DRAM Market Monitor Q1-2022” by Yole

Yole Développement © March. 2021
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

NOR Industry Revenue ($M)
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STAND-ALONE MEMORY MARKET OVERVIEW – FOCUS ON NOR

• The NOR Flash market has seen a strong resurgence in 2021 – reaching

~$XX withYoY growth of XX% – due to a combination of two key factors:

1. Strong ASP growth due to current market undersupply

2. Strong demand growth driven by multiple applications.

Total NOR market in 2021 ~$XX (+XX%)

NOR Wafer Production by Suppliers

2021 NOR Flash market shares (%) by revenue
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2021-2027 MEMORY MARKET FORECAST – OVERVIEW 
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2021 2022 2023

SSD Shipments

Client SSD Enterprise SSD

• Memory modules are based on DRAM and are used in servers and PCs (desktops, laptops and workstations), whereas storage drives use non-volatile
memory technologies (e.g., NAND) and are utilized in host of applications (the largest markets are data centers and client PCs).

• We are dealing with an industry that involves hundreds of manufacturers worldwide and has supplied >XXX memory modules and >XXX SSDs in 2021.

• Most of the players are in US and Taiwan. They are diversified across several applications from niche (e.g., industrial, transportation, etc.) to mainstream
(data center and client). Most of them are involved in both DRAM modules and NAND-based SSDs and outsource NAND/DRAM chips from large
memory IDMs.The latter do not only supply memory chips but also have their own SSD and memory module products.
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MEMORY MODULES AND SOLID-STATE DRIVES

A business with hundred of players targeting a multitude of applications 

Yole Développement © March 2022

Yole Développement © March 2022
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3D-STACKED MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES - PLAYERS AND ROADMAPS

2024
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MONOLITHIC THREE DIMENSIONAL (3D) DRAM
3D DRAM has already been mentioned in the roadmaps of major equipment suppliers for 2025+

According to ASM 

International, monolithic 

3D-DRAM is likely to 

happen around 2026. It 

will enable scaling beyond 

64/Gb limit for DIMM 

package and will eliminate 

expensive EUV steps

Tokyo Electron

Applied Materials

ASM InternationalIR Day - October 2021

Memory Master Class - May 2021

Investor Meeting- September 2021

http://www.yole.fr/
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CHINA MEMORY ECOSYSTEM – OVERVIEW
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Equipment and Materials for 
3D-NAND Manufacturing 2020

Emerging Non-Volatile 
Memory 2021

DRAM and NAND Quarterly 
Market Monitors

Memory Packaging 2021
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YOLE GROUP OF COMPANIES RELATED REPORTS
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Micron’s 176-layer 3D NAND 
Memory

LPDDR5 Memory 
Comparison 2022

3D NAND Memory 
Comparison 2021

Micron LPDDR5 12GB 
Mobile Memory
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YOLE GROUP OF COMPANIES RELATED REPORTS

System Plus Consulting

Samsung 16Gb LPDDR5 1z 
DRAM Memory

Intel 144-layer 3D NAND 
Memory
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The Yole Group of Companies, including Yole Développement, 

System Plus Consulting, and PISEO are pleased to provide you a 

glimpse of our accumulated knowledge. 

Feel free to share our data with your own network, within your 

presentations, press releases, dedicated articles, and more. But 

before doing so, contact our Public Relations department 

to make sure you get up-to-date, licensed materials.

We will be more than happy to give you our latest results and 

appropriate formats of our approved content.

Your contact: Sandrine Leroy, Dir. Public Relations

Email: leroy@yole.fr

HOW TO USE OUR DATA?

About Yole Développement | www.yole.fr | ©2022
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FIELDS OF EXPERTISE COVERING THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY

Semiconductor, Memory & 

Computing

o Semiconductor Packaging and Substrates

o Semiconductor Manufacturing

o Memory 

o Computing and Software

Power & Wireless

o RF Devices & Technologies

o Compound Semiconductors & Emerging 

Materials

o Power Electronics

o Batteries & Energy Management

Photonics & Sensing
o Photonics

o Lighting 

o Imaging 

o Sensing & Actuating

o Display

About Yole Développement | www.yole.fr | ©2022

http://www.yole.fr/
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A COMPLETE SET OF PRODUCTS & SERVICESTO ANSWER YOUR NEEDS

WEEKLY

TRACKS

Insight

› Teardowns of phones, smart 

home, wearables and automotive 

modules and systems

› Bill-of-Materials

› Block diagrams

Format

› Web access

› PDF and Excel files

› High-resolution photos

Topics

› Consumer: Smartphones, smart 

home, wearables

› Automotive: Infotainment, ADAS, 

Telematics

175+ teardowns per year125+ reports per year

YEARLY

REPORTS

Insight

› Yearly reports 

› Market, technology and strategy 

analysis 

› Supply chain changes analysis

› Reverse costing and reverse 

engineering

Format

› PDF files with analyses

› Excel files with graphics and data

Topics

› Photonics, Imaging & Sensing

› Lighting & Displays

› Power Electronics & Battery

› Compound Semiconductors

› Semiconductor Manufacturing and 

Packaging 

› Computing & Memory

110+ reports per year

SERVICES

QUARTERLY

MONITORS

Insight
› Quarterly updated market data and 

technology trends in units, value 

and wafer

› Direct access to the analyst

Format
› Excel files with data

› PDF files with analyses graphs and 

key facts

› Web access (to be available soon)

Topics
› Advanced Packaging

› Application Processor

› DRAM

› NAND

› Compound Semiconductor

› CMOS Image Sensors

› Smartphones

7 different monitors 

quarterly updated

CUSTOM 

SERVICE

Insight

› Specific and dedicated projects

› Strategic, financial, technical, supply 

chain, market and other 

semiconductor-related fields

› Reverse costing and reverse 

engineering

Format

› PDF files with analyses

› Excel files with graphics and data

Topics

› Photonics, Imaging & Sensing

› Lighting & Displays

› Power Electronics & Battery

› Compound Semiconductors

› Semiconductor Manufacturing and 

Packaging 

› Computing & Memory

190 custom projects 

per year

About Yole Développement | www.yole.fr | ©2022
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CONTACTS

North America

Jeff Perkins - jeff.perkins@yole.fr

+1-650-906-7877

EMEA, Rest of the World

Lizzie Levenez - lizzie.levenez@yole.fr

+49 151 23 54 41 82 

Japan, Korea, Rest of Asia

Takashi Onozawa - takashi.onozawa@yole.fr

+81 80 4371 4887 

Greater China 

Mavis Wang - mavis.wang@yole.fr

+886 979 336 809 +86 136 6156 6824 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

› Jean-Christophe Eloy - eloy@yole.fr

+33 4 72 83 01 80 

› Ivan Donaldson - ivan.donaldson@yole.fr

+1 208 850 3914

CUSTOM PROJECT SERVICES

› Jérome Azémar,  Yole Développement -

jerome.azemar@yole.fr - +33 6 27 68 69 33

› Julie Coulon, System Plus Consulting -

jcoulon@systemplus.fr - +33 2 72 17 89 85

GENERAL

› Brice Le Gouic, Marketing & Sales

brice.legouic@yole.fr - +81 80 8131 7837

› Sandrine Leroy, Public Relations

sandrine.leroy@yole.fr - +33 4 72 83 01 89 

› General inquiries: info@yole.fr - +33 4 72 83 01 80

REPORTS, MONITORS & TRACKS

Follow us on

About Yole Développement | www.yole.fr | ©2022

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALES

http://www.yole.fr/
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mailto:ivan.donaldson@yole.fr
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mailto:rfraux@systemplus.fr
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mailto:sandrine.leroy@yole.fr
mailto:info@yole.fr
https://twitter.com/yole_dev
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yole-d-veloppement
https://www.youtube.com/c/YoleDev
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Consulting-Agency/Yole-D%C3%A9veloppement-532261576952457/
https://s3.i-micronews.com/uploads/2019/05/CGV-2019-TERMS-AND-CONDITIONS-OF-SALES-1.pdf

